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Oracle Responsive Self Service 
Procurement Offering

Did you know that the user interface your requesters use to create and manage requisitions is changing? After release 25A 

Self Service Procurement will be retired and replaced with Responsive Self Service Procurement. Responsive Self Service 

Procurement is a more modern and mobile friendly product with many new benefits. Of course, any significant product 

release will require steps to implement, test and manage the change.

Customers who are currently using or implementing Self Service Procurement will be impacted. Customers will be required 

to move to the Responsive Self Service Procurement application. The Responsive Self Service Procurement application is 

innovative and fast. It is built on the Redwood design framework. It is now available and can be used across devices such 

as mobile phones, tablets, and laptops. Apps Associates has created an offering to seamlessly transition from legacy Self 

Service Procurement to the new Responsive Self Service Procurement. In just five straight forward steps Apps Associates 

can get your team up and running in just a few short weeks. We will help you manage milestones with confidence, certainty, 

and speed.

How it Works
Apps Associates will work with your team to gather the necessary information to migrate to the new application. From there we:

Review existing 
Self Service 
procurement 
application 
for potential 

extensions and 
changes that 

will impact your 
community               

of users 

Provide written 
results of the 

analysis

Execute all 
necessary steps 

to enable the 
Responsive 
Self Service 
Procurement 

Provide 
documentation of 
the changes and 

additions

Provide standard 
test scripts 

Execute initial 
round of testing 

Support user 
testing

Provide templated 
communication to 
support change 

management 
throughout the 

process 

Email templates 
on what is 

changing, when 
and how it 

impacts your user 
base

Provide reusable 
job aids to help 

manage the 
nuances of using a 

new interface

Analyze Implement Test Manage Change Train
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Apps Associates is a premier enterprise applications and technology 

advisor, counseling and executing across every stage of the enterprise 

transformation journey—not just the destination. For more than two 

decades, Apps Associates has closely collaborated with decision 

makers across nearly every industry, offering end-to-end integration, 

modernization, and cloud migration services. By helping to break down the 

silos within today’s most complex business challenges, Apps Associates is 

unlocking solutions and efficiencies that scale into future opportunities.

To learn more about how Apps Associates can help you align your 

business with the right technology, visit: www.appsassociates.com, or 

follow Apps Associates on social media on X and LinkedIn.

About Apps Associates

Our Strategic Partner

Why Act Now?
Customer will need to move to 25A no later than the first quarter of 2025. There are benefits to being proactive in 

addressing this change. You will be able to run both applications in parallel so that you can understand the changes and 

encourage user adoption. You can start with users who utilize the application for easy requests and then share it with users 

executing more advanced requests. 

Go from legacy Self Service Procurement to the newly released Responsive Self Service Procurement and make it easier 

for your users to make requests.

Next Steps:
If you are ready to take the next steps and learn more you can take advantage of our 20 minute consultation 

or schedule a demo.

Register Now
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